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Abstract
The objective of this work is to develop spectrally accurate numerical codes suitable
for the computation of rotating flows in complex geometries. The primary focus of
the computations is to assist in the design of a new centrifugal spectrometer. The
numerical scheme employed is based on the spectral element method introduced by
A. Patera [3] for the solution of incompressible flow problems of low to moderate
Reynolds number. The method blends domain decomposition along with high order
polynomial expansions over quadrilateral elements. The discretization is achieved
through a weighted-residual technique using Gaussian quadrature.
The axisymmetric Stokes problem is presented as a natural prelude to the study
of the fully nonlinear Navier-Stokes equations. In this fashion, it is determined that
the viscous and pressure terms are to be treated implicitly, while the Coriolis term
and nonlinear advection are treated explicitly. The classical Uzawa algorithm is used
to invert the resulting discrete system. Lastly, namerical results pertinent to flow in
the centrifugal spectrometer are presented.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The impetus for this work is the computation of steady state solutions of flows in
a centrifugal spectrometer. The centrifugal spectrometer 1 is a device to separate
the constituents of a dilute suspension of non-interacting particles by mass or size.
The sorting process involves diverting particles of differing sedimentation velocities
through an internal nest of concentric, slotted cones [1]. Possible applications include
the fractionation of viral factors or the industrial separation of latex beads. Therefore,
any numerical simulation of the device requires a technique appropriate for rotational
flow through complex geometries.
The spectral element method, as proposed by A. Patera [3], combines the accuracy
of p-type spectral techniques with the geometric flexibility of h-type finite element
methods. The spectral element discretization of a complex geometry involves breaking
the computational domain into K quadrilateral elements over which vector and scalar
unknowns are approximated by Nth-order tensor-product polynomial expansions. The
governing partial differential equations for the fluid flow are then cast into weak form
and Gaussian quadrature is performed to arrive at a symmetric saddle problem. This
saddle problem can then be decoupled into two symmetric positive-definite forms
which are inverted through standard conjugate gradient iterations.
For infinitely smooth solutions and data the spectral element method converges
1H.P. Greenspan, US patent #4,842,738
exponentially to the exact solution as the order of the polynomial approximation,
N, increases (p-type approach) and the number of elements, K, remains fixed [2].
Therefore, the method is well suited to incompressible flow problems of low to mod-
erate Reynolds number. Exponential convergence to an exact solution of the forced
Burgers' equation is demonstrated in figure B-1. Alternatively, algebraic convergence
may be achieved as the order of the polynomial approximation is held fixed while the
number of elements increases and this then becomes an h-type finite element method.
Although the work per degree-of-freedom increases as the order of a p-type method
increases, many fewer degrees-of-freedom are required to achieve a fixed level of error
than by an h-type method. Thus, the exponential convergence of the spectral element
method is not accompanied by a decrease in efficiency relative to h-type schemes.
Chapter 2
Poisson's Equation (2-D)
The fundamental ideas of the spectral element method can be illustrated more simply
with Poisson's equation on a two-dimensional domain, Q, with homogeneous Dirichlet
conditions on the boundary, &Q
-Au=f in Q, (2.1)
u=0 on 0. (2.2)
Here A = V2 is the cartesian Laplace operator. The discretization is based on the
Rayleigh-Ritz idea of casting the equation into Galerkin weak form. This procedure
amounts to multiplying (2.1) by an arbitrary test function, (v), and integration by
parts over the domain, Q, which yields
Vu- VvdA = fv dA + v ds, Vv. (2.3)
The weak form (2.3) is an alternate formulation of the strong form (2.1). The term
weak refers to the fact that (2.3) allows a larger class of solutions such that V2 need
not exist everywhere.
The last term in (2.3) is determined by specifying either Neumann or Dirichlet
conditions on the boundary of Q. Specifying Neumann boundary conditions effectively
contributes to the forcing on the right hand side. On the other hand, if the value of the
function (u) is imposed on the boundary then, in accordance with the Rayleigh-Ritz
discretization procedure, there is no need to test the variational response of points
on the boundary with respect to the test function and (v) will be chosen zero there.
Hence, for Dirichlet conditions the boundary term in (2.3) does not contribute to the
forcing on the right hand side and the weak form of equation (2.1) becomes
JVu. -VvdA = fv dA, (2.4)
for all functions (v) with v = 0 on 0Q.
The next step in the spectral element discretization is to break up the domain, 9,
into K disjoint, conforming quadrilateral elements, (e.g. figure B-7)
K
Q = U k(2.5)
k=1
The discrete system corresponding to (2.4) is obtained by mapping each element, f)k,
to a reference domain over which the integration is performed using Gauss-Lobatto
Legendre quadrature. The contributions from each element are then summed to-
gether. If we define
ak (u, ) = Vu. -Vv dxdy, (2.6)
and
(f, v)k =/ fv dxdy, (2.7)
then (2.4) becomes
K K
Eak(u,v) = (f, v)k. (2.8)
k=1 k=1
The elemental integrals in (2.6) can be rewritten with respect to the reference element
(bilinear) mapping, (x, y) E k ' (q,) E [-1, 1] x [-1, ], as
1 d (
where
x6+ x fd = i+ +ar ay 3'  (2.10)ax aq ax 49Y ay 19y aý
and
(ax ay x Oy) (2.11)
a1q aý q(2.11)
Similarly, (2.7) can be rewritten in the mapped variables
(f, v) k  fk L __1J f (,k1,) Vk(,)j, )k( d2qdc. (2.12)
As stated in the introduction, a high order tensor-product polynomial expansion
is used to approximate the solution over each element
NN
i=0 j=O
where u . is the value of (u) at point (77i, ij) inside the (mapped) element, ik, and Tj
is an Nth-order Lagrangian interpolant through the Gauss-Lobatto Legendre points
(see appendix A and figure B-2). The choice of the Gauss-Lobatto Legendre points
serves two purposes. First, because we began the discretization with the weak form of
the equation (2.3) we only need to impose continuity of (u) across elemental bound-
aries. This is accomplished in a natural way by selecting Gauss-Lobatto points and
Lagrange interpolants. Second, the orthogonal properties of the Legendre polyno-
mials preserve the symmetry of the original self-adjoint equation (2.1). Typically in
Galerkin variational solution techniques the test functions, (v), are chosen from the
basis used to approximate the solution (2.13) such that they are nonzero at only one
global collocation point. This is needed in order to preserve the symmetry in the
discrete system. For this reason the test functions are chosen to be
vk(T7,,) = Tp(7)Tq((), p,q e (0,...,N). (2.14)
If the expansion (2.13) and test functions (2.14) are inserted into the elemental
integral (2.9) and Gauss-Lobatto quadrature is performed then Vp, q C (0,..., N) we
have
apqq(U, v) T, __[m) (772 + nI2),q TJ(Bm,?q)Jwmw [m) +
m=O i=OZ~~]
~~\b [gjrcn ( Yp~ ±() IJC7 ,U)wp3
~ i(.~·) (?7x2 + ~2 IJ(r~p,&i)IWpW, f uk T'(y )]] +
= ~ [r(?7;'nx+ "hity)jq JJ(7Jil~~l, q)~Wi"
NN
n=O j0
(2.15)
(2.16)
where the wi are the weights associated with the quadrature rule. To complete the
discretization, (2.13) and (2.14) are inserted into (2.12) and quadrature is again per-
formed Vp, q (0, ... , N)
(f , )q
N N
= ~7 C f(77i, ýj)Tp(qi;)Tq(ýj~l JJ7qi, j)jwiwj
i=Oj30
N N
i=O j=O
(2.17)
(2.18)
The system
KNN K N N
A5 = 5 Bk qijfj (2.19)
k=1 i=0 j=O k=1 i=0 j=O
for all p, q, is assembled by the elimination of nodes corresponding to essential bound-
ary conditions and summing the contributions of rows and columns corresponding to
global nodes that lie on elemental interfaces. This assembly procedure is often referred
to as direct stiffness summation in the context of finite elements.
Thanks to the orthogonal properties of the Legendre polynomials the matrix A is
symmetric positive-definite which allows the use of the conjugate gradient algorithm
to solve the system. In doing so the algorithm requires successive evaluations of the
matrix-vector product Au which, if done naively, can cost O(KN 4 ) operations. A
clever evaluation of (2.15) can be done in O(KN 3 ) operations and this tensor-product
factorization is essential for the efficiency of any high order method [4]. The key to
evaluating (2.15) is to first compute the innermost bracketed terms for all p, q and then
to use them to evaluate the outermost bracketed terms. In three dimensions the gain
in efficiency is even greater, a naive evaluation of the matrix-vector product would
consume O(KN 6) operations as opposed to O(KN 4) work for the clever approach.
Numerical evidence suggests that the method converges exponentially to the exact
solution even in relatively deformed elements [5]. In figures B-3 and B-4, eigenmodes
of A =_ B-1A are computed on two different deformed geometries.
Chapter 3
Axisymmetric Stokes Flow
3.1 The Stokes Problem
The accurate and efficient computation of Stokes flow
-vV 2 u +Vp = f (3.1)
-V-u = 0 (3.2)
serves as a precursor to applying a numerical method to the Navier-Stokes equations.
This is especially true for the inherently variational spectral element method since
the Stokes problem in fact can be formulated as a constrained minimization problem.
Furthermore, the solution algorithm that will be employed to invert the discrete
system first arose in the context of constrained optimization. The weak form of
(3.1)-(3.2) with Dirichlet boundary conditions is
vfVu:VIPdV -j pV TWdV = f- TPdV (3.3)
- j (V. u)dV = 0 (3.4)
where
0 18 (
V7 = ~,r + 9 -- + (3.5)Or r (3.5)
Note that P is a vector test function while 4) is a scalar test function. The axisym-
metric domain, 2, is broken up as in the Poisson case into quadrilateral subdomains,
Continuing with the discretization procedure we introduce an Nth-order tensor-
product polynomial expansion for the axisymmetric velocity
NN
uM = uTi(77)Tj() (3.6)
i=o j=O
where m = 1, 2, 3 represent the radial, azimuthal and vertical components of velocity
respectively. The basis functions for the velocity are based upon the N + 1 Gauss-
Lobatto points. The null space of the discrete gradient operator can contain non
constant vectors, the so-called spurious modes. To avoid this problem a tensor-
product polynomial expansion of order N - 2 is sought for the pressure [6]
N-1 N-1
=E Z p9I t )(3.7)
i=1 j=1
In general, for the spectral element method the space of pk should be two orders less
than that for u to avoid spurious modes. The basis used to expand the pressure can be
based upon the roots of the Legendre polynomial of order N -1 (Gauss points). This
is similar to a staggered grid approach because the pressure nodes do not coincide
with the velocity nodes [7]. Alternatively, the pressure can be approximated by using
the N - 1 interior Gauss-Lobatto points. Then the pressure nodes coincide with the
interior velocity nodes and as a result a gain in efficiency is obtained when computing
the action of the discrete gradient operator on the pressure.
The test vectors for the velocity are, Vr, s E (0,..., N)
TT, O 0
1 = 0 , P2 = TrT , a'= 0 (3.8)
0 0 Tquadrature corresponding to the velocity and the forcing is done using the Gauss-
and quadrature corresponding to the velocity and the forcing is done using the Gauss-
Lobatto points. The test functions associated with the divergence operator are Vr, s E
(1,..., N - 1)
4 = T'T, (3.9)
Numerical quadrature corresponding to the pressure and the divergence operator can
be performed using the Gauss points [8] or by using Gauss-Lobatto points.
The discretization based upon the weak form (3.3)-(3.4) gives rise to the symmetric
linear system
A1  0 0 -D 1  u fi
0 A, 0 0 v f23.10)
0 0 A3  -D 3  w f3
-DT 0 -D T  0 p 0
where A is the variational equivalent of the Laplace operator and D = (DT, 0, D3T)T
is the discrete gradient operator. If the axis of symmetry belongs to the domain, 2,
then the symmetry conditions u = 0, v = 0, and ! = 0 at r = 0 are imposed, and
rows that correspond to nodes on r = 0 are appended to A 3, D3 and f3 . Even though
w needs to be computed at r = 0, the boundary term in the weak form still vanishes
because the differential unit of volume in cylindrical coordinates, rdrdOdz, contains
a factor of r.
Figure B-5 demonstrates the local refinement feature of the spectral element tech-
nique applied to Stokes flow. This allows additional grid points to be placed near
regions where the solution is not well behaved (such as near re-entrant corners) or
where greater accuracy is desired.
3.2 Stokes Solver
The classical Uzawa algorithm is used to solve the system (3.10) which involves block
Gaussian elimination to first solve for the pressure
(DTA-'D 1 + DTA~1D 3)p = -(DTA-llf + DTA' 1f3) (3.11)
and then back substitution to obtain u, v and w. The system (3.11) has the form
Sp = f' where the matrix S = (DTA-1D 1+DTAI'D 3) is symmetric positive-definite.
Therefore, standard preconditioned conjugate gradient iterations can be used to solve
for the pressure as follows:
po; ro = f'- Spo; qo = p- 1ro; do = qo;
while rT rm > 6 fTf,
T
q rm
dT Sdm
Pm+ = Pm + adm
rm+ = rm - aSdm (3.12)
qm+l = P-lrm+
-- rm+l
T
rm+1r m + 1
qmrm
dm+l qm+l + /dm
end
where m is the iteration number, e is the tolerance factor, rm is the residual, dm is the
search direction, q, is the preconditioning vector and P is the preconditioner. Most
of the computational cost of the algorithm is consumed in forming the matrix-vector
product Sd, which requires the inversion of A for each conjugate gradient iteration.
The inversion of A can in turn be accomplished with conjugate gradient iterations.
Hence, the Uzawa scheme is a nested algorithm. To see this let
yi = Didm (3.13)
where i = 1, 2. Now, if xi, i = 1,2 satisfies
Aixi = yi (3.14)
then the matrix-vector product can be written as
2
Sdm = DTxi. (3.15)
i=1
The computational complexity to invert (3.14) is O(KNd +±) in 'Wd if the tensor-
product factorization scheme is used to compute Aixi.
The efficiency of the Uzawa decoupling scheme for Stokes flow relies on the fact
that the system (3.11) is extremely well-conditioned. Since A - 1 is essentially the in-
verse of a Laplacian and D is the variational gradient operator then V3 - 1(DTA, 1 D I +
DTA~'D 3) is identity-like with regards to its spectrum where B is the diagonal mass
matrix associated with the pressure nodes. Thus, for (3.12) the preconditioner is
P = (1/v)B.
3.3 The Rotating Stokes Problem
The Stokes problem in a rotating frame
-vV 2 u+2Q xu+Vp = f (3.16)
-V.u = 0 (3.17)
leads to a discretization of the form
A, -22B1, 0 -D, u fl
-2MB2 -A, 0 0 v -f2(3.18)
0 0 A 3  -D 3  w f3
-D T 0 -DT 0 p 0
After elimination of v from the second row, v = Aj'(f2 - 2QBlu), the nested Uzawa
iterations can again be used to solve for the pressure
[DT (A + 42 2B 1 A- 1Bi)-'D 1 + DTA-1D 3]p = f' (3.19)
where f' = -[DIT(A 1 + 42 BI A-'B 1)- 1 (f1 + 2QB IA-~ f2) + DT A1f 3]. Most of the
effort solving (3.19) is spent on the inversion of A1 + 4Q2 B1A'1B1. To accomplish
this we can rewrite
(A 1 + 4 2B1Al'1B) x = y (3.20)
as
(A1B-'A 1 + 4Q2B 1) x = A 1B lly (3.21)
and solve using preconditioned conjugate gradient iterations with
P = Bl'[diag(A1)]2 + 4Q2 B 1. (3.22)
The addition of the Coriolis term to the discretization of the Stokes problem
destroys the almost perfect conditioning of the system. This is an area of considerable
interest and a great deal of attention has been paid to resolve the issue. To date,
an effective preconditioner for (3.19) has not been found. As a consequence the
Coriolis term must be treated explicitly when solving unsteady Stokes or Navier-
Stokes problems. In fact, although the implicit treatment of the Coriolis term in
the Navier-Stokes equations removes the stability restriction At < 1/Q, it is often
necessary to keep At ~ 1/9 if inertial waves that may be present are to be accurately
resolved.
Chapter 4
Axisymmetric Navier-Stokes
4.1 Rotating Navier-Stokes Discretization
The spectral element method can be readily extended to the (non-dimensional) Navier-
Stokes equations in a rotating frame
Ou
+ 2k x u + Rou - Vu = -VP + EV2 u (4.1)
V -u=0 (4.2)
where k is the unit vector along the axis of rotation, 70 = V/(QH) is the Rossby
number and E = v/(QH2) is the Ekman number. The characteristic length scale, H,
is given by the height of the axial channels in the centrifuge and the characteristic
velocity, V, is determined by the volumetric throughput of flow in a single channel.
A spectral element discretization is used for the spatial operators and, since we are
interested in steady flows, backward Euler is used for the time integration, ! =
o(uN+1 - uN) where o = 1/At. The Coriolis term and the nonlinear advection
are treated explicitly as to maintain the symmetry and conditioning of the resulting
system
A + aBi 0 0 -D I u N1 f,
0 Ai + B 1  0 0 v f2)
0 0 A3 + B3 -D 3  w f3
-D T  0 -D T  0 p , f4
where
f,  au + 2BIv - A1
f2 av - 2B 1u - A2 (4.4)
f3 aw - A 3
f4 0
and A is the advective term which can be easily computed using the interpolation
formula for the velocity (3.6). Block Gaussian elimination leads to a system for the
pressure
[DT(A A 1 + aB)-'D + DT(A 3 + B 3 )-D 3 ]p N + 1= fN (4.5)
that can be inverted in a nested fashion at each time step. Considering the limits of
small and large At, Ronquist [8] proposed an extremely effective preconditioner for
(4.5)
P-1 = (D + D D-1ý + 1D B D 3 ). (4.6)
The scheme, as proposed, is only first order accurate in time since steady solutions
are desired, however the algorithm can be easily enhanced to be second order accurate
in time with, for example, Runge-Kutta
IStep 1
2a (fi - u ") + 2k x u" + Rou"Vu" = -Vf5 + EV 2Ii
V-fii=0
Step 2
o (un+1 - u") +2k x i + R 0oVii = -Vp+ (V + 2 +V2Un)
V - u+ 1 = 0
4.2 Numerical Results
The following figures show test cases and results pertinent to flow in the centrifugal
spectrometer. In all cases, the computation is axisymmetric and fully nonlinear. The
inflow profile for all figures involving flow through axial channels is obtained from the
exact solution of steady laminar flow in a cylindrical annulus
e 2 2 b2 - a2 b]w(r) = - b2~ •I+ (a/bl• (4.7)4 In(a/b) r
where a and b are the radii of the inner and outer concentric cylinders respectively.
The constant, c1, is evaluated using the expression for the flux
C1r[b4 4 (b2 _ a (4.8)Q= b4 48 lIn(b/a)
The first test case (figure B-6) is the differential spin-up of fluid in a cylinder. The
bottom and walls of the container rotate at a rate Q while the top rotates slightly
faster at a rate 1.39 and the Ekman number is 0.1. The computation is done with
one element over which the solution is approximated by a polynomial expansion of
order 10.
The next test case demonstrates the natural decomposition of a complex geom-
etry into multiple elements. The problem of figure B-7 is spin-up from rest in an
"hourglass" shaped container. The weak secondary circulation for an Ekman number
of 1 is shown at time t = 0.2 in the r - z plane.
Exponential convergence of the spectral element method applied to the rotational
Navier-Stokes equations is confirmed numerically in figure B-8. The time iteration
given by (4.3)-(4.4) is allowed to run long enough such that the temporal error in the
steady state solution is negligible.
Figure B-9 originally appeared in [1] and is reproduced using the spectral element
code. The numerical scheme employed in [1] used the assumption that the Navier-
Stokes equations in curvilinear coordinates are well approximated by their cartesian
counterparts for a sufficiently large radius. Furthermore, the code was tailor-made
for the specific geometry at hand. A spectral element implementation has neither of
these two limitations. In both figures B-9(a) and (b), the flux is introduced at the
bottom of the inner channel and withdrawn at the top of the outer channel. The
specifications for the geometry are as follows. The width of a single channel, d, is
0.284, the total height of a channel, 2H, is 2 and the slot width, 2L, is 0.13. The
computation was done for two different values of the Rossby number to illustrate the
effects of nonlinearity. Contours of constant azimuthal velocity are drawn.
Competing ideas for the design of the centrifuge are explored in the following
figures. In figure B-10 fluid is introduced into the tops of the two channels in equal
amounts and withdrawn at equal rates from the bottom of the channels. This is
the wash channel mode of operation because only particles, and not flux, are being
diverted through the slot. On the other hand, in figure B-11 half of the flux that is
introduced at the top of the inner channel is diverted to an outer channel. The device
originally proposed in [1] was cylindrical whereas the current prototype is conical.
Therefore, the channels in both figures are slanted 35 degrees to the vertical. The
specifications for both figures are d = 0.175, H = 1.0 and the radius to the bottom
of the inner channel is 1.5. The slot thickness for figure B-10 is 0.065 and 0.1 for
figure B-11. Contours of constant azimuthal velocity and streamlines are plotted.
Current simulations concern a forty channel condensing centrifuge at the bottom of
the main device (figure B-12). Fluid and particles enter the outer channel at the top.
A small amount of fluid and, hopefully, all of the particles exit at the bottom while
the rest of the fluid turns and goes up the forty channels into the innermost channel
where it exits at the top. Computational restrictions only allow the simulation of a
ten channel device shown in figure B-13 for which the flow field has been obtained.
Pressure and flux statistics are plotted for the set-up of figure B-13 in figures B-14
and B-15 respectively.
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Appendix A
Legendre-Lagrange Interpolants
The Legendre polynomials, Lk(x), satisfy
dL- (x)p+k k
- )2 ) + k-(kda: + l)Lk(x)= 0
and the three-term recurrence relation
where Lo(x) = 1 and Li(x) = x.
Vj = 0,...,N
(A.3)
such that T,(xi) = 6,, (Kronecker delta) defines a set of collocation points. Any
Nt-order polynomial on [-1, 1] can be written as
u(x) u UjTj(x)
3=0
(A.4)
where u3 is the value of the polynomial at collocation point x,. The derivative of u(x)
at x = xi can be expressed as
N
U'(x-)= =E u, T(O,) (A.5)3=0
k
k Lk (X 1 )k +I
(A.2)
The Legendre-Lagrange interpolant is given by,
(A.1)
2k +Lk+•(x) =- Lk(X)k + 1I
(1 -_ 2 )L'(2)
T3- N(N + 1)LN(xj)(X - X3,)
Ln,(x,)
LN(x 3 )(xi-x 3 )
0
-N(N+1)
4
N(N+1)
4
iOj
i =zji ,N
i =j=0
Si =j=N
Let xo = -1, XN = 1 and xj(j = 1,...,N- 1) be chosen as the zeroes of LN(x).
If we define quadrature weights by
wj -=
'
then
(A.7)
N(N + 1)[LN(xj)]2
1
1 ,
N
p(x)w(x) dx = Zp(x)w=j=o
(A.8)
with w(x) = 1 is exact for all polynomials of degree 2N - 1 (Gauss-Lobatto).
where
T(ll) = (A.6)
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Figure B-1: Exponential convergence to an exact steady state solution of the forced
Burgers' equation, ut - us = f - uux with boundary conditions u(O) = u(27r) = 0
and forcing f = (1 + cos x) sin x. The maximum pointwise error for the steady state
solution is plotted vs. degrees of freedom (K * N - 1) with K = 2 elements.
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Figure B-2: Basis functions for Legendre-Lagrangian interpolation. o = Gauss-
Lobatto collocation points for N = 8. In figure (a), T2(x) is plotted on [-1, 1] and in
figure (b), T5 (x) is shown.
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Figure B-3: Spectral element solution of -Au = Au with A = 44.948.
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Figure B-4: Spectral element solution of -Au = Au with A = 11.278.
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Figure B-5: Local refinement. Stokes flow through axial channels where all of the flux
is diverted through the slot to the outer channel. In figure (a), K = 50 and N = 4.
Near the slot, wiggles in the streamlines can be seen. Two elements are refined in
figure (b) giving K = 58 and N = 4. Substantial improvement is obtained in the
solution near the downstream edge of the slot.
f
Figure B-6: Differential spin-up in a cylinder rotating at Q. The top rotates at 1.3Q.
Clockwise rotation along steamlines.
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Figure B-7: Spin-up from rest in an hourglass shaped container. In figure (a) the
two-element grid is shown along with the collocation points within each element. In
figure (b) streamlines at time t = 0.2 are plotted. Their rotation is clockwise in the
upper half of the container and counterclockwise in the lower half.
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Figure B-8: Spectral accuracy of the incompressible, rotational Navier-Stokes equa-
tions is confirmed by exponential convergence to the exact steady state solution
p = sin(wr) sin(irz) and u = v = r3 , w = -4r 2 z. The cylindrical annulus
[1, 2] x [0, 27r] x [0, 1] is broken into K = 4 elements in the r - z plane. o = maximum
pointwise error in the steady state pressure. x = maximum pointwise error in the
steady state velocity.
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Figure B-9: The effects of nonlinearity on azimuthal motion. The Ekman number
is E = 1.6 x 10- 3 for both figures and contours of constant azimuthal velocity are
shown. In figure (a) the Rossby number is Ro = 8.0 x 10- 4 and the flow is fairly
linear. In figure (b), Ro = 8.0 x 10- 2. The swirl has been advected into the outer
channel in perfect agreement with [1].
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Figure B-10: Conical centrifuge. Wash channel design with E = 1.6 x 10- 3 and
Ro = 8 x 10- 4. The geometry is broken up into K = 86 elements with N = 4 on
each element. Streamlines are drawn in figure (a). In figure (b) contours of constant
azimuthal velocity are plotted, v = -3.0 + 0.5i, i = 0,..., 5.
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Figure B-11: Conical centrifuge. Half of the flux is diverted to the outer channel. In
this case E = 1.6 x 10- 3 and Ro0 = 8 x 10- 4. The geometry is broken up into K = 68
elements with N = 4 on each element. Streamlines are drawn in figure (a). In figure
(b) contours of constant azimuthal velocity are plotted, v = -6.0 + 1.0i, i = 0,..., 5.
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Figure B-12: Forty channel condensing centrifuge.
38
Figure B-13: Condensing centrifuge. Ten channel approximation.
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Figure B-14: Pressure drops in the ten channel condensing centrifuge. Top solid
line: pressure difference between the top inlet and the top outlet. Bottom solid
line: pressure difference between the bottom outlet and the top outlet. o = pressure
difference between the channel inlet and the top outlet. x = pressure difference
between the channel outlet and the top outlet.
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Figure B-15: Fluxes through the ten channel condensing centrifuge. Solid line: flux
through the top inlet. Top dotted line: flux out of the top outlet. Bottom dotted
line: flux out of the bottom outlet. o = flux through the channel inlet. x = flux
through the channel outlet.
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